Ten’s Complement Notation
Mechanical adding machines long used ten’s complement to perform subtraction. Here is a picture of the Swift Handy Calculator.

Nine’s Complement Notation
9 paired with 0, 8 paired with 1, 7 paired with 2, 6
paired with 3, 5 paired with 4, and so on. These pairs
are nine’s complements of each other: they sum to
9.
Number a and b are nine’s complements of each
other when they sum to all nines.
For instance,
346, 512, 798

and 653, 487, 301

are nine’s complements

Notice next
to each digit
Nine’s Complement Notation
is a smaller
Consider the problem on computing x − y on a mechanical
digit: adder.
Let’s pretend the adder supports 4 digit numbers.
Add the nine’s complement of y: 9, 999 − y to x and add 1 to the
result.
x − y = [ x + (9, 999 − y)] + 1
Here’s an example.
Compute 3214 − 2131
3214 − 2131 = 3214 + 7868 + 1 = (1)1082 + 1 = 1083
The overflow digit (1) is discarded on a 4 digit machine.
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Ten’s Complement Notation
Ten’s notation builds on nine’s complement notation by absorbing the “plus 1” used in subtraction.
That is, in a four digit system where
9, 999 − y

is the nine’s complement of y

10, 000 − y

is the ten’s complement of y

In ten’s complement notation if a is a 4 digit number, then its negative is 105 − a.
More generally, if a is an n − 1 digit number, then its negative is
10n − a.

Ten’s Complement Notation
Here are two examples of negatives in the ten’s complement
numbers system.
1. Let a = (67)10c and b = (33)10c be 2 digit, ten’s complement numbers. Since a + b = 67 + 33 = 100, (67)10c and (33)10c are negatives
of each other. The convention is (33)10c = 33 and (67)10c = −33.
2. Let a = (048)10c and b = (952)10c be 3 digit, ten’s complement
numbers. Since a + b = 48 + 952 = 1000, (048)10c and (952)10c are
negatives of each other. The convention is (048)10c = 48 and
(952)10c = −48.

Ten’s Complement Notation
Using two digits: (00)10 through (49)10c are positive and represent
their normal values.
While, (50)10c through (99)10c are negative and represent values
−50 through −1.
Using three digits: (000)10 through (499)10c are positive and have
their normal values.
While, (500)10c through (999)10c are negative and have values −500
through −1.
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Ten’s Complement Notation

The length of ten’s complement numbers can be padded.

Positive numbers can be padded with 0’s on the left
34 = (34)10c = (034)10c = (0034)10c = (00034)10c

This is because
34
66

034
966

0034
9966

00034
99966

100

1000

10000

100000

Likewise, negative numbers can be padded with 9’s on the left

−21 = (79)10c = (974)10c = (9979)10c = (99979)10c
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